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1 
vThis ainventihnzis'concerned with a folding 

razor-Pit beingia general; object of the invention 
' to provide a razor which is'simple andiconv-eni 

ent'lto use,'of practicalinexpensive construction, 
and suchethati it cambe readilyw'folded' into com 
pact fornzr for convenientzstora-gez or‘ transporta 
tion. ‘ 

It’ is= a: 'generalzobjectfof this: irrvention to’pro 
vid‘e: agrazor‘ which ca'nxbausedzl to; advantagevby 
travelersaorv'byrpersonszhaving but: occasional use 
for agrazon‘and whowish torcarry; airazor on-rtheir 
person, with; luggage, onto store it in a- limited 
space. Therconstruction provided by :the pres 
entinvention lends itself’ to the'produc-tion- of 
a razor somewhat smaller thamtheusual-or con 
ventional vrazor, ‘making.- it practical either-was‘- a 
razor; forgeneral- use 'by men, or “for ‘occasional 
use; Joy-‘women. 

It: ‘is’another object of‘, the present invention 
to~prov~ide arazor 10f, theigeneral-type, referred 
to embodying a,- blade- carrying, head: pivoted: to 
a stem- on which there ‘is, aebase :cooperating?with 
a ‘hollow or shell-alike body which body is» ap 
plicable-rto-wthe-baseon-the- stem inv a manner 
either to. house or. encase ‘the 1 head when. it: it. is 
folded to the stem or to projeetiromthestem 
forminga handldby' which the razor, ean‘be con 
veniently operated. 
A further. , object I ofv theinvent-iom is, to , provide 

a razorrofithe, character referred ‘to having asim 
ple, practical , inexpensive‘, construction by. which 
thebaseofvthe stemis=related<tothe body. which 
forms the case or handle, which. construction 
enables the body ‘to, be. readily engaged with‘ or 
removed from the ,basean‘d yet effectively. .couples 
the'body and the case twhenathe body. is, serving 
toiencasemthe head. or. when the, body, is: acting 
as a handle for.‘ the structure. 
Another object‘ ofithe invention, is to provide 

a razor of the general characterrefe'rred toem 
bodying but" few simple, inexpensive parts mak 
ing' it practical‘ andinexpensive of construction. 
Thevarious objects and" features of our inven 

tionwill be- fully understood from the following 
detailed” description of ‘a typicaLpreferred' form 
and application" v‘oi’- the invention, throughout 
which‘ descriptionieference is made “to the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 
'Fig;'1 is a perspective view'of' the-structure 

providedv by the present‘ invention showing‘ parts 
broken I away,v to illustrate details 1 of construction 
and-‘showing the body of‘lthe structureiinposi 
tionirservi'ng as a": case 'or housing" for" the: working 
parts; Fig;-2‘- is alperspective view of‘the-struc 
ture'embodying- the invention‘ showing itimwork 
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ing' condition, that is, ‘with the: bodytfextending 
fromithe stem‘ to serveras; a: handle 1 byo'whi'ch-vr the 
head may be manipulated. Fig.3<istaajtransverse 
sectional view'taken in thetdi-rectionindicated by 
line 3-3‘ on Fig.1. J‘Fig. is: a‘ verti‘calzsect'ional" 
view‘ of the structuregbeing: avview" taken in ithe 
general, direction indicated by line id'élli 'on'iFi'g; 
2. Fig.‘ 5' is‘ a t sectional 'view'taken as 'e indicated 
by‘ line“5‘--‘5s' on ,Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is 'al-persp‘ective 
view of‘the-"body taken "a-l'oneaorapart iromtthe‘ 
other portions I of‘ the“ structure; and'v'showing ' it 
in the p0SitlOn.,in-T'Whi(th it appears: i'ninli‘ig'. 12E of‘ 
the drawings,'and> Fig. S7 is aplan sectionftak'en‘ 
substantially as indicatedibylihe *T-JT on Fig. ‘ 5. 
The: structure provided Jby'the ‘present inven 

tion ‘involves, generallyra blade A; ahead B‘ 
carrying" the blade; astem‘C, means‘IDfpivotally, 
connecting/the head‘. to. the? stem, airbase :Eon ‘the 
stem and a'body.=.F'appli'cablelto the‘: base Ito“ act 
as ‘a housing or "case for" the head;- and‘stein, = ‘as 
shown in Fig‘. 1' or' as‘fa’handle continuing vor 
Projecting from the ‘stem a'sl‘showntv in'Figs. 2: 
andi4‘. ’ , 

‘ The'blade'Aas'usediinrcarrying outat'he pres‘ 
- ent" invention may vary' widely iform‘ orv de 
sign. ‘ The ' particular blade illustrated is‘ of‘ 'sim 
ple form, ' being‘ in “effect! a: 'simple'?at' rectangu 
lar blade‘ with ' longitudinal‘ side edges‘ ‘ l"0"'sharp-‘ 
ened‘to'act asrcutting orworking.edges‘.v Atone 
end of the blade oppositely pitchedx'or: inclined‘ 
notches H "enter the blade leaving: a tab l'2“which 
forms a grip by which the :blademayi'bemahipu 
lated or handled" relative to the heads‘B. , Atithe‘ 
othereend ofitheibiade avdeepenotch' or: recess i3 
enters" the’ blade, midway between the: edges I10. 
and extends :a substantial ,distancei-inrthexblade', 
in fact, throughout the greateriportion ‘oi? the‘ 
lengthxof: the blade, so‘that the; blade is; inte?‘ect, 
U-sh'aped'in plan' con?guration, as shown imFig. 
7 of the-drawings; The deep-notchior'recess1'3 
provided inthe blade is'toraccomnrodateior‘co 
operateiwith the head B, as'will be hereinafter 
described. 7 > 

The 'head *B‘is 1 a rigid ‘unit free: of working or 
relatively movingv parts. and it .is ‘preferably 
formed of two elements‘ or'sections and Y; 
which arerigidly'joinedl or» connected‘ together; 
The section Y of vtheihead‘isiin the“ nature of’a 
plate elongate inform. and generallyl'rectan'guilar 
in plan con?gurationrto conform to the -' general 
shape voftlqetbla'derA. The plate section Yhas a 
topifa'ce' M" on" whichitheiblade A rests or is con 
?ned, and it’ has" notched" or serrated'longitudinal 
edges where the'sharpene'd-edges l'?'of "thea’bl'ade' 

55 A I occur. The; desired ‘ serrated xorri tcothedi; effect 
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‘is gained at the edges of the section Y by provid 
ing a series of notches I5 in the plate section 
‘from the edges l6 thereof. 

Section X of the head is in the nature of a 
cap overlying the plate Y and has an inner or 
‘lower face I8 which opposes the top face of the 
‘plate and which serves to engage the blade A 
‘and con?ne 'itjt'ofthé plate. "Th'e'h'eadvfurther 
‘includes-aspacer H] which occursbetween the 
plateY and the cap X and which serves to space 
the faces l4 and I8 apart so that the blade A may‘ 

10 

be slidably engaged between them to a working - _ 

of the drawings. To thus limit the operation of position such as is shown throughout the draw 
ings. The spacer is a narrowielon'gatecentrally I‘ 
located part that extends between’ the‘plate and 
leap from one end of the head and terminates a 

suitable distance short of the other end of the head. As will be seen from Fig. 7 of the draw 
ings the spacer I9 is shaped to correspondwith- ‘ 
or to be the same as the deep notch I3 in the 
‘bladeA, all- of which enables the‘ blade to be slid 
.betwe'enthe plateand cap to a position such as 
is shown in’ thedrawings.‘v ; 1 . 
,In‘the'cour‘se'of engaging the blade between 

‘the plate and‘ cap it is ?exed'or bent'somewhat so 
that it corresponds to the curvature of the faces 
Hiand l8 and when the blad‘elis in place its edges 
10 are'in'proper working position'relativerto the 
jnotched edges ‘l6 of. the plate ‘Y. ' Inv accordance 
with‘ the preferred form of the. invention the 
spacer l9‘ isdntegrally 'formedlon orwith one 
\section'of ‘the head.v In the .-'case shown, in the 
‘drawings ‘it is integral with the cap :section. 
.tThei head further involves .means rigidly or 
permanently coupling the two sections 'X and Y 
of the head.‘ In the case‘ illustrated vcoupling 

,pins?or lugs. 20 project from one section of the 
head to be tightly engaged "insockets 2| in the 
‘other-section of the head. The lug projections 20. 
areshown occurring on or projecting from the 
section'X and as such' as to‘project from the 
spacer l9 that occurs on section X. In' this case 
the sockets 2| are located in the section Y~ and 
are spaced or positioned ‘to properly receive the 
lugs.‘ "It will be understood that the lugs'and 
sockets may, in practice,’ be ‘proportioned so that 
when they‘are forced 'or engaged together, as 
by pressure, the sections X'and Y are joined so 
that they remain connected ‘and need‘ never be 
come separated. ' . . - - " " " ' 

"In' the particular form of the ‘invention illus 
trated the ends ‘of the sections X‘ and Y which 
occur where" the tab‘ l2 occurs when the blade is 
in place in the head are notched somewhat,‘ as 
at 25, to leave the'tab exposed so that it can ‘be 
readil'y'gr‘asp'ed when it is desired to operate the 
blade relative to the head. =Itgis preferred, in 
‘practice, to so'space or locate the lugs 20 and 
sockets ~2| as to make "it impossible to'join the 
cap sectionto the plate section with the notches 
2-5 in other than properly registered relation. 

' The ‘stem 0 is preferably asimple elongate 
part or rod and in practice may vary "in‘ form 
‘and proportioning it being? preferred, however, 
.thatit be shaped substantially as shown in the 
drawings and that it be such as to extend from 
a point about midway between the ends of the 
head "B to a' point slightly beyond‘ one end of 
‘the head, ras'fshown throughout the drawings 
when the parts are positioned as shown ‘in Fig. 1. 
The means D pivotally connecting thehead and 

stem may involve or include any suitable'pivotal 
connection between these parts. .In the 'case 
illustrated the. connection involves spaced ears 
30 projecting‘ from the - lower ‘on-bottom: Side , of 
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‘the plate Y about 'midway between the ends of 
the plate, the ears having opposed faces which 
extend lengthwise of the plate. The upper end 
of the stem ?ts between the ears 30 where it is 
pivotally held by a pivot pin 3| that extends be 
tween the ears. 

In practice it is desirable that the head be 
‘limited in its pivotal movement relative to the 
stem'so ‘that it can be operated from the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 2 only in the direction indi 
cated by the arrow Z until it reaches a posi 
tion parallel with the stem C, as shown in Fig. l 

fithef head relative to the stem a stop part or 
15' projection 33, isiprovided ongthe end of the stem 

and cooperatively engages or stops against a 
stop shoulder 34 provided at the bottom side of 
the plate Y between the ears 30. It is to be 
understood that in practice the pivotal connec 
tion just described is preferably made snug or 
tight enough so that the head does not swing 
freely on the stem but must be deliberately op-' 
erate'd from one position to the other. ‘ . . 

The‘ base E is ?xed on or carried by the lower 
end of stem C and in the’ case illustrated :it is‘ 
formed as an integral part of the stem; .In ac-v 
cordance with the present invention the base 
involves two elements, one a central element or 
core 35 and the other an outer element or ring 36. 
The core 35 is a ‘disc-like part of considerable 

thickness having a ?at outer or lower 'end 31 
and a convex or crowned inner end 38. - The 
lower end of stem C joins the. center of‘the' 
crowned top end of the core so that the stem 
and coreare concentric. ‘v _ ~ ' 
The 'core 35 has a round periphery 4| con 

centric with the axis of the core and‘ that of" 
the stem C. The ring 36 of the base is a'simple 
annular part with an opening 42 through it of 
such size as to‘ receive the core 35. I The ring 
is of such length axially as to extend from one 
end of the core to the other, that is,‘ from end 
31 to end 38 of the core, and its outer face 43 
may be a simple or plain surface, as shown in‘ 
thedrawings, or it may be ornamented as cir-_ 
cumstances require. ' ‘ 

In accordance .with the construction ‘provided 
by the present invention the ring 36 is tight on 
the core 35, that is the ring and core are made 
to be snugly or tightly engaged. together, re 
quiring that they ibe pressed together so that 
these parts are, for all intents and purposes‘, 
solid or permanentlyjoined- Y . ' . 

In accordance withtheinvention aplurality 
of .circumferentially, spaced and circumferen 
tially ‘extending sockets 50, extend. longitudinally 
through the base formed by the core 35 and the 
ring 36, it being. preferred-that thev sockets oc 
cur between the core andthe ring. 1 The de 
sired sockets 150 are established byproviding 
longitudinal notches in one element or the other 
of. the base. In thepreferredform'v of the in 
vention notches or recesses 5| are provided in 
the exterior of peripheral surface 4! of ‘the core 
35 the notches 50 being circumferentially spaced 
around the core andbeing such as_..to extend, 
from one end to the other of ‘the vcore.- ‘In the 
case illustrated three notches 5i» areiprovided 
and they are of considerable extent'circumferen 
tially as ‘will vbe seen inwFig. 3 of the drawings. 
When the ring 36 is applied to or‘over the core 
to be tight thereon the notches'5l are covered 
or closed by the ring with-the result that-the 
base is established with the desired longitudinal 
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passageways or- so'ckets'v'therethrough, which 
sockets are- open». at each endzo?the'rbase. 
The body F is provided to cooperates‘withlthe 

base E and in...accordance with the preferred 
form of the invention his a simple element 
involving an elongate tubular‘ part or Shelli"? 
andijarr endj'll closing-one end-er‘ the Shelli. "The 
other Jor opposite ~ end» of thei?shell is "provided 
with aiplurality- of "openings: or; notches 'GZFWhich 
extend-: into the shell-for" a considerable distance 
and!‘ which; are cireum-ferentially spaced: the shell with the result that a plurality of pro 

jections or prongs 63 are established at the end 
of the shell opposite the closure or end 6|. 
The prongs 63 correspond in circumferential 

extent and in spacing with the sockets 50 in the 
base. In the case illustrated where there are 
three sockets 50 in the base there are three 
notches ‘62 in the shell 60 establishing three 
prongs 63. The shell 60 is of such diameter 
that the prongs 63 on the end of the shell 60 
will slidably enter or engage in the sockets 50, 
and since the sockets ‘50 are open at each end 
of the base the prongs may be entered into the 
sockets from either end. 
When the head B is folded to a collapsed po 

sition such as is shown in Fig. 1, where it ex 
tends parallel with the stem C and is adjacent 
one side of the stem C, the body F may be en 
gaged over the head and stem so that the prongs 
63 enter the sockets 50, in which case the base 
forms a closure for the open end of the body 
while the head and stem are encased by or 
housed in the body. When the razor is to be 
used the prongs may be engaged in the sockets 
50 from the other direction, or from the lower 
end of the base, so that the body projects from 
the base forming an effective handle or grip by 
which the razor may be manipulated. 

It will be apparent that the prongs 63 engage 
in the sockets 50 in such manner as to provide 
substantial bearing engagement between the body 
and base, with the result that there is consider 
able friction between these parts holding them 
effectively joined in either of the two positions 
above described. It will be apparent that by 
slightly deforming the prongs 63 the frictional en 
gagement may be varied so that the desired grip 
between the base and the body may be established. 

It is signi?cant to note that with the construc 
tion provided by the present invention there are 
no delicate or intricate parts involved in effecting 
the desired connection between the base E and 
body F and that when the razor is in use with the 
parts positioned as shown in Fig. 2 the prongs 63 
occupy the openings 50, leaving the structure 
without openings, crevices, or interstices subject 
to becoming clogged or which may hold foreign 
matter and thus become unsanitary or disagree 
able. Any material that might tend to lodge in 

' the openings 50 is quickly ejected or eliminated 
by the mere operation of the structure between 
the positions shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw 
mgs. 
When the razor is folded or collapsed and the 

body is applied to the base as a cap, as shown in 
Fig. 1, the entire structure is in a most compact 
and simple form convenient for storing or 
handling. When the structure is in use as shown 
in Fig, 2 the head is supported in a most ad 
vantageous manner relative to the handle formed 
by the body F and the body F presents a part of 
substantial size conveniently related to the head, 
making the razor simple and convenient to 
operate. 
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' ' Having‘ describedfonl-y/e; typicali preferredtlfornf 
andfapplication-ofv-four inventiongwe‘ do notwish? 
toélbe: limited > or restricted to the’ Specific details 
herein seti‘forth, but wishr'itorreserveto ‘ourselves; 

:1 any-variations;'orimodli?cations that may appear. 
to=thoseskillediinthe ant and-falllwithin th-escope 
of the following claims. ' " ‘ ' 

Having described our invention, we claim: 
1‘- structure of'the character described in 

eluding,‘ ‘a-substantia'l-ly'disc-shaped base with a 
plurality of circumferentially spaced openings 
therethrough, a stem rigid with the central por 
tion of the base and projecting from one side 
thereof, ,a blade carrying head mounted on the 
stem to shift between a folded position adjacent 
and parallel with the stem and a working posi 
tion transverse of the stem, an elongate tubular 
element having one end closed and the other end 
open to receive the said portion of the base, the 
stem and the head when the head is in the folded 
position, said element having a plurality of cir 
cumferentially spaced prongs at the said open end 
frictionally engaged in said openings releasably 
connecting the base and said element with a por 
tion of the base exposed to be grasped by the 
user. 

2. A structure of the character described in 
cluding, a substantially disc-shaped base with an 
opening therethrough, a stem rigid with the cen 
tral portion of the base and projecting from one 
side thereof, a blade carrying head mounted on 
the stem to shift between a folded position ad 
jacent and parallel with the stem and a Working 
position transverse of the stem, an elongate cyl 
indrical element having one end closed and the 
other end open to receive the said portion of the 
base, the stem and the head when the head is in 
the folded position, said element having a prong 
portion at the said open end frictionally engaged 
in said opening releasably connecting the base and 
said element with a portion of the base exposed 
to be grasped by the user, said exposed portion of 
the base being round in cross sectional con?gu 
ration and being larger in diameter than said 
element. 

3. A structure of the character described in 
cluding, a substantially disc-shaped base with a 
plurality of circumferentially spaced openings 
therethrough, a stem rigid with the central por 
tion of the base and projecting from one side 
thereof, a blade carrying head mounted on the 
stem to shift between a folded position adjacent 
and parallel with the stem and a working position 
transverse of the stem, an elongate tubular ele 
ment having one end closed and the other end 
open to receive the said portion of the base, the 
stem and the head when the head is in a folded 
position, said element having a plurality of cir 
cumferentially spaced prongs at the said open end 
frictionally engaged in said openings releasably 
connecting the base and said element with a 
portion of the base exposed to be grasped by the 
user, the said prongs completely occupying said 
openings when fully engaged therein. 

4. A structure of the character described in 
cluding, a disc-shaped core with a notched pe 
riphery, a ring tight around the core and co 
operating therewith to form a base with openings 
therethrough, a stem rigid with and projecting 
from one side of the core, a blade carrying head 
mounted on the stem to shift between a folded 
position adjacent and parallel with the stem and 
a working position transverse of the stem, an 
elongate tubular element having one end closed 
and the other end open to receive the said por 
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tion :otthe'ibisg, .the .- stem 'and‘the'head' when v _- REFEBENQEISHCITED __ I v 

having :a" ‘plurality of -circumferentia11y spaced ?lé‘ofthis patent: .1 ‘ ‘ - ‘ ' " ~ \ 

prongs at the said open end frictionally engaged I e n . ,7 , a 

in said openings releasably connecting the base 5' >. 41-‘ andisaid element with a portion of the base ‘ex- Number - I Name Date 

posed to be grasped bythe user. ‘ - £878,269 ‘ Deutsehv ___‘__>_____ Sept. :20, 1932 
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